Parametric noise assessment in the context of low-noise aircraft design and flight procedure optimization has been around for more than 15 years. Continuous improvement of the models and the interconnection to other simulation tools allow today's models to capture the major noise sources and relevant interactions along arbitrary flights. Yet, reliable and comprehensive uncertainty analysis of the overall aircraft noise prediction process has not been available for parametric tools in the past. This paper presents ongoing work to assess the overall uncertainty of DLR's in-house aircraft noise simulation with PANAM, i.e. definition of a general approach to specify uncertainties of the ground noise predictions. This will allow to discuss the temporal and spacial distribution of the uncertainties. Certain areas along a flight path are afflicted with different uncertainties than others. The impact on exposureresponse relationships due to the variation in uncertainty will be discussed, i.e. the influence of varying noise source dominance along the simulated flights. Initial results of uncertainties along typical flight procedures and their impact on selected metrics are presented in this contribution.
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INTRODUCTION
Parametric noise assessment in the context of low-noise aircraft design and flight procedure optimization has been around for more than 15 years. The very first approaches were limited to certain noise sources, used strongly simplified noise source models, and/or were only applicable to simplified and constant flight conditions [1] [2] [3] . Continous improvement of the models and the interconnection to other simulation tools, such as aircraft design codes, allow today's models to capture the major noise sources and relevant interactions along arbitrary simulated flights [4, 5] . Modern simulation processes even enable an automated aircraft design synthesis with integrated noise prediction capabilities [6, 7] . The corresponding prediction tools are also referred to as scientific models [6] .
Today's most sophisticated models are physics-based and fully parametrical. They are applied to investigate the interaction of individual noise sources on-board of an aircraft and the effect onto the overall ground noise impact. The main characteristic of such parametrical simulation tools is that a variation of design and operational parameters will directly result in differences in the predicted noise levels. Ultimately, these design and operational parameters can be optimized to result in a minimal ground noise impact. This can only be feasible under careful and simultaneous consideration of all implications to the aircraft design and the corresponding flight performance, i.e. accounting for so-called snowball effects. Only with these modern and sophisticated simulation approaches can the source noise and operational noise of an aircraft be assessed and ultimately be modified simultaneously as it has been postulated by ICAO's Balanced Approach as early as in 2007 [8] .
More recent research activities aim at a quantification of result accuracy, i.e. the assessment of uncertainties of the noise level predictions by such parametric simulation tools. Only then, the quality and accuracy of these simulations can be assessed. Reliable and comprehensive evaluation of the overall aircraft noise prediction uncertainties has not been available for the scientific models in the past. In contrast, extensive research towards the uncertainty of predicted aircraft noise levels is documented for conventional or best-practice simulation methods, e.g. FAA's INM or Empa's FLULA2 [9, 11] . Only in the last few months, dedicated activities in the context of scientific simulation methods have been launched at large research institutions such as NASA, ONERA, and DLR. DLR has initiated the Aircraft Noise Simulation Workgroup (ANSWr) which among other tasks is dedicated to work on the uncertainty quantification. NASA has recently published first results of their in-house uncertainty analysis for their tool ANOPP 2 [12] . Their analysis focuses on both conventional as well as unconventional aircraft concepts [13] . Furthermore, an uncertainty analysis for noise shielding prediction has been initiated at NASA [14] with shielding being a very promising and effective concept for total aircraft noise reduction [6] . Yet, these recent NASA activities focus on the uncertainty caused by noise source modelling and do not account for the effect of erroneous input data or propagation effects.
This paper will present ongoing DLR activities to assess the overall uncertainty of its in-house simulation process. The presented DLR analysis is still limited to conventional aircraft concepts. This investigation emphasizes the specific impact of erroneous input data and propagation effects in combination with the modelling uncertainties which is not considered in the published NASA study as mentioned before. Ultimately, the goal of the presented analysis is to define a general approach to specify uncertainties for the ground noise levels as predicted by a parametric system noise prediction tool. The NASA study has its focus on the noise certification points, whereas the DLR activity aims at the SPL time-history at arbitratry observer locations. This approach will ultimately allow to discuss the temporal and the spacial distribution of the uncertainties. Certain areas along a flight path can be attributed with different uncertainties than others. The impact of the variation in uncertainty according to the noise source ranking along the simulated flights can be discussed. Initial results of uncertainties along a typical flight procedure are presented and the resulting uncertainty in noise effects are exemplarily estimated for one exposure-response relationship, i.e. aircraft noise induced awakening reactions.
NOISE PREDICTION PROCESS

Tool description
The noise prediction process within conceptual aircraft design as established at DLR and TU Braunschweig is described in various previous publications, e.g. Refs. [3, 6, 7] . The current version of this process can be applied towards a design synthesis of conventional aircraft configurations with an integrated noise analysis. The design synthesis code Preliminary Aircraft Design and Optimization (PrADO [15] ) of the TU Braunschweig is applied within this study. Noise is predicted with the DLR in-house tool Parametric Aircraft Noise Analysis
Process workflow
The workflow of the prediction process is described in this section and is depicted in Fig. 1 . For one observer position at a time, the noise emission from each discrete flight position can be evaluated. According to (1) the aircraft and engine details, (2) the current flight condition / aircraft configuration, and (3) the observer location, the emission levels are predicted. The noise source models provide the farfield SPL frequency spectrum for the relative observer orientation on a reference sphere around the aircraft. To translate the noise characteristics on this reference sphere (emission) to those perceived on the ground (immission), also sound propagation effects have to be accounted for. These effects include geometrical spreading, atmospheric absorption, and ground attenuation. Geometrical spreading for spherical sound sources is applied. The atmospheric absorbtion is simulated with a simple approach according to the International Organization for Standardization [21] . Ground attenuation in the context of this publication is simulated according to the German standard AzB [22] .
The noise signature is assumed to be constant for each single time step referred to as transmission time step. The transmission time step at the observer starts with the first received signal from one flight position. The time step lasts until the emitted sound from the consecutive flight position has reached the observer location. A time-level-history at one certain observer can finally be assembled from the received discrete signals associated with each transmission time step.
The frequency spectrum covers the audible range from 20 to 20 kHz and arbitrary weighting functions for the simulation of human sound perception can be applied to the spectrum, e.g. A-weighting and tone correction. The spectrum can then be transformed into the corresponding overall noise level OASPL. All these steps can be associated with uncertainties as indicated in Fig. 1 by colored boxes. Consequently, the uncertainties have to be analysed for each transmission time step at every observer location.
UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS
In the context of this study, the understanding of the term noise level uncertainty according to Schäffer et al. is underlying [9] : "Calculation uncertainty is defined in analogy to the uncertainty of measurement of Section 2.2.3 in GUM [10] as a parameter, associated with the result of a model calculation, that characterises the dispersion of the values that could reasonably be attributed to the modelling result."
The analysis is carried out based on sound pressure levels instead of intensities to be consistent with similar activities found in the literature [9, 11, 13, 14, 23] . The standard deviation σ is equivalent to a noise level deviation in ∆dB with respect to the reference level. Working with levels instead of intensities significantly simplifies the problem because now distribution functions can directly be applied to levels in dB and levels are approximately normally distributed. For this initial analysis it is assumed that all uncertainties are normally distributed in their levels, i.e. assuming a standard normal distribution. The standard deviation σ is evaluated, i.e. evaluating the 68% confidence interval.
The setup of the current status of the PANAM uncertainty module is presented in this section and depicted in Fig. 2 . The uncertainty module is directly integrated into the overall PANAM workflow (see Fig. 1 ) and can optionally be executed. A corresponding uncertainty has to be computed along with each predicted noise level along the simulated flight. Only then, the noise source dominance due to aircraft configuration and flight operation can adequately be accounted for.
The uncertainty assessment is performed in a two-step approach, i.e. evaluating the emission uncertainty u em,t and subsequently the immission uncertainty u im,t of the total aircraft noise prediction process. To translate u em,t to the immission uncertainty u im,t the influence of sound propagation u prp has to be accounted for.
Total aircraft emission: u em,t
The total aircraft emission uncertainty u em,t is determined by the individual emission uncertainties of the modeled noise components. PANAM's available noise source models can be categorized into three independent categories: airframe noise models (sum of all individual airframe sources), jet noise model, and fan noise model. These are fully autarkic models, and hence their prediction results and the corresponding uncertainties are not correlated in their statistical behaviour to any of the other two categories [24] and no covariance terms of each k have to be provided together with the corresponding value for each input parameter x k or are based on engineering judgement. The effect of one input deviation k on the overall predicted level for the underyling operating condition can now be evaluated, i.e. referred to as u inp,k .
Gaussian Error Propagation is applied to asses the overall effect caused by all individual u inp,k because the various input parameters are assumed to be independent. All input parameters and their associated uncertainties are assumed to have been independently simulated or measured. For example, the flight altitude as measured by one system with its uncertainty is independent of the flight velocity as measured by another system with its own specific uncertainty. For other parameters it is not that obvious but full independence is assumed for all input parameters and no covariances are evaluated. The overall input data uncertainty u inp,j per noise source category due to inputs x k with their k can then be derived.
The uncertainty due to erroneous input data u inp,j is obviously component specific hence is only valid for the noise source under consideration. To study a new noise sources a separate sensitivity analysis is required in order to generate the specific u inp,j for this very noise source. This sensitivity analysis is only valid for the current operating condition and emission angle.
The input parameters according to Tab. 1 have been preselected for the uncertainty assessment. These parameters represent the most relevant input parameters. Default values for the standard input data uncertainty are based on engineering judgement and experience with aircraft design synthesis codes. These default levels are considered if no more specific information on the k values is available. No input data uncertainty for the category input parameter default standard deviation airframe TAS (x1)
core exhaust velocity (x1) 1 = ±8 % bypass exhaust velocity (x2) 2 = ±5 % TAS (x3) 3 = ±8 % total turbine entry temperature (x4) 4 = ±10 % Table 1 : Selected input parameters with default uncertainties shielding simulation is considered. To assess the input data uncertainty, the required input data for the shielding simulation, i.e the 3D aircraft geometry, would have to be modified in order to study the results sensitivity.
Overall, the precise geometry is expected to have only small influence on the shielding factors as predicted with SHADOW [19] .
modelling Each implemented noise source model comes with an individual and inherent modelling error. The corresponding uncertainty u mod,j for each implemented noise source model can be found in the corresponding literature or tool documentation [6, 17, [25] [26] [27] . The airframe and the engine noise models in PANAM have been subject to dedicated validation hence more detailed information on their uncertainties is available. Obviously, the u mod,j are only valid for conventional aircraft types with turbofan engines for which the corresponding noise source models have originally been derived. In contrast to the latest NASA study [13] , no model uncertainty u mod,j for application towards unconventional designs is derived or estimated within this study.
Airframe noise prediction as implemented in PANAM is based on DLR's in-house noise source models. These models are described with a standard deviation σ of ±1 dB [6] . According to the model descriptions, this uncertainty is assumed constant for each airframe source model under consideration.
Engine noise uncertainty is separated into jet noise and fan noise contribution. In general, the predicted levels for conventional turbofan engines up to a bypass ratio in the order of 15 have a standard deviation of ±4 dB [27] . For a conventional engine design, the fan noise levels are associated with an uncertainty of ±2 dB according to Ref. [17] . This uncertainty includes the effect of a simulated acoustic lining material in the engine inlet and exhaust ducts. If the fan is subject to noise shielding, an increase in simulation uncertainty has to be expected. Yet, only rough uncertainty estimations based on engineering judgement are available since a dedicated validation is currently still under investigation at DLR as mentioned before. Until more reliable information on the uncertainty of shielding predictions is available, an additional uncertainty of ±3 dB is selected for the shielded fan noise levels. This selection is based on previous shielding simulation results [19] . The overall modelling uncertainty for a shielded fan therefore is assumed as ± √ 2 2 + 3 2 dB. This is a valid first assumption since both simulation tools, i.e. the original fan noise model [17] and SHADOW [19] , are two fully independent approaches. Jet noise uncertainties are assumed to be somewhat lower than the fan noise uncertainties. A jet noise model uncertainty of ±1.5 dB is selected for the engine under consideration.
These individual model uncertainties can be assumed valid for other aircraft types as covered by the noise source model definitions, i.e. mid-sized tube-and-wing aircraft with conventional turbofan engines. Tab Table 2 : Selected noise source models with default uncertainties independent of the operational condition and the emission angle.
Component: u c,j
The uncertainty for one individual component is referred to as u c,j and represents the component's emission level uncertainty. The componential u c,j is the sum of modelling and input uncertainty for this very component j.
For each implemented noise source category j an independent u c , j can be computed for one underlying operating condition. Along a flight procedure, u c is not constant but will change due to varying input data, i.e. u inp will change whereas the modelling uncertainty u mod is constant by definition. The input data uncertainties are dependent on both the emission angle and the operating condition.
Total emission: u em,t The total aircraft emission uncertainty u em,t is assembled from all the individual component emission uncertainties. Consideration and summation of each u c,j and the predicted noise emission L em,j will result in a value for u em,t . This total aircraft emission uncertainty is obviously highly dependent on the actual operating condition, i.e. the noise source ranking, and therefore is not constant along a simulated flight. Obviously, a dominating noise source will have more impact on the predicted L em,j and u em,t than a less dominant source. Along any approach and departure flight, the noise source ranking is significantly varying hence the uncertainty level can be expected to change accordingly. Consequently, an energetic weighting is applied to translate the different componential u c,j to one overall u em,t . The methodology is described by various researchers in the literature [9] [10] [11] 24] . The weighting with the individual uncertainty u c,j is applied to the predicted noise levels L em,t of this very component.
u em,t = n j=1 u c,j · 10 Lem,j /10 2 n j=1 10 Lem,j /10 2 (3)
Sound propagation: u prp
The total aircraft noise emission uncertainty u em,t is translated to the immission uncertainty u im,t by accounting the influence of sound propagation effects, i.e. effects due to a simulated propagation through the atmosphere. These effects are geometrical spreading, atmospheric attenuation, and ground attenuation. The corresponding uncertainties are referred to as u geo , u atm , and u grd , respectively. The overall uncertainty due to these three (assumed) uncorrelated effects is the total propagation uncertainty u prp and is derived by Gaussian Error Propagation:
Geometrical spreading: u geo To assess the noise level uncertainty due to an erroneous aircraft location the approach by Schäffer et al. is selected [9] . The locations are defined relative to the observer location under consideration. The effect of an erroneous relative location can directly be correlated with the change in geometrical spreading ∆L geo for spherical sound propagation.
The erroneous aircraft location is approximated according to Schäffer et al. [9] by selecting a standard deviation for the lateral location R lat and the altitude R alt of the aircraft with respect to the observer. The selection of the lateral standard deviation is lat = 133 m and the altitude standard deviation is alt = 27 m. The aircraft location standard deviation is referred to as loc .
Based on loc the effect on the geometrical spreading uncertainty can be derived.
Atmospheric attenuation: u atm Atmospheric attenuation for one individual flight is complex and can be in the order of 10s of dB [28] . The atmospheric attenuation is depentent on the frequency, distance, and ambient conditions, hence a different u atm for each noise source would be required. In the context of this work the atmospheric attenuation uncertainty is simplified and approximated with the method by Schäffer [9] . The method reflects the fact of raising uncertainty due to atmospheric propagation with increasing distance to the observer.
This simplification is used for all noise sources at the moment independent of their frequency content.
Ground attenuation: u grd The uncertainty due to ground attenuation effects with the underlying algorithm [22] is approximated as u grd = ±1 dB at the moment. This is in agreement with the estimate by Schäffer [9] .
Total aircraft immission: u im,t
In the context of this study, the emission analysis is fully independent and not correlated with the assessment of the propagation effects. Hence, the emission results can simply be translated into the immission situation. In order to account for the noise source ranking at the observer, the corresponding A-weighted immission levels are processed here.
The total aircraft noise uncertainty u im,t is inherent for the simulation of one specific aircraft along a specific flight for one specific receiver point. It can now be assessed for arbitrary observer locations along a simulated flight. The uncertainties u im,t are consecutively evaluated for each discrete time step of the simulation at each one observer location. Assembling the discrete time steps at the specified observer location will yield both the predicted immission levels and their associated uncertainties u im,t as a function of time. At this point it is assumed that each individual level along a time-history is independent of each other hence no co-variances are evaluated. This is valid for the assessment of maximum levels but will have to be modified if integrated levels are evaluated, e.g. the Sound Exposure Level. The time-history will directly yield the predicted A-weighted maximum noise level and the corresponding level of uncertainty at that instant. Hence, isocontour plots of the total aircraft noise uncertainty can be generated. The uncertainty correlated with the maximum noise level on the ground is stored for each observer and the spacial distribution can be analyzed.
INITIAL RESULTS
The presented methodology with the default setting 2 is now applied to assess prediction uncertainties for a reference vehicle 3 simulated along a typical approach flight procedure. The selected noise metric is the maximum A-weighted Sound Pressure Level L A,max at predefined observer locations on the ground.
An exemplary L A,max footprint is depicted in Fig. 3 along with the underlying flight trajectory of the aircraft. Levels for the overall aircraft and for the components fan, jet, and airframe are depicted. Along the flight, the individual noise contributions vary according to the operational setting, i.e. configuration, flight velocity, and thrust setting. Fig. 4 shows exemplary the emitted noise levels and the corresponding uncertainties for two operating conditions, i.e. with engine or airframe dominating. Obviously, each flight position along the simulated flight has a different emission situation. Therefore, each flight position is assessed individually to finally propagate to the ground and assemble the immitted level and uncertainty. Fig. 5 shows the spacial distribution of the associated immission uncertainties. As expected, the componential uncertainty of the dominating noise source defines the overall uncertainty. Areas of higher and lower uncertainty can be identified and associated with the underlying noise source ranking. If "bad" input data is selected, the input data uncertainty become significantly large.
The maximum levels L A,max can now further processed based on an exposure-response relationship, i.e. the propability P AW R of additional awakenings due to a nocturnal single flyover event as defined by Basner [29] . To translate the predicted outdoor levels to indoor levels (partly opened window), a difference between inside and outside L A,max of 15 dB is assumed according to Ref. [29] .
At this point, any inherent uncertainty of the P AW R function is not considered. Then, the uncertainties associated with the predicted P AW R can directly be attributed to the L A,max uncertainties. A sensitivity coefficient can be derived to finally yield the uncertainty of the exposure-response relationship P AW R as a function of the L A,max uncertainty.
As expected, the isocontour areas are similar to the L A,max contours, see Fig. 6 . The uncertainty of the exposure-response relationship is depicted in Fig. 7 . The predicted awakening propability is in the order of 0 to 10% with an uncertainty up to 1.5%. The underlying L A,max are in the order 40 to 90 dB. The associated uncertainties are in the range of 2 dB close to the aircraft with dominating airframe noise up to 5 dB and more for observers far from the flight ground track.
CONCLUSION
A new approach towards the assessment of uncertainties for conventional aircraft has been presented. The overall goal is to establish a quality assessment for the system noise prediction at DLR. The presented assessment is limited to the parametric noise prediction of a single event! No conclusions should be drawn with respect to large scenarios with multiple flights along different routes over very long time frames. The presented analysis is understood as an essential and indispensable step towards any future application of parametric tools including more unconventional vehicle concepts or advanced flight procedure design. A good understanding of the inherent simulation capabilities is essential if one is depending on simulation results only. Only if the uncertainties of the predicted levels are known, a reliable assessment seems feasible. Therefore, an uncertainty module has been integrated into DLR's PANAM software to predict the uncertainty associated with each predicted emission and immission level. In contrast to previous work on uncertainty analysis of parametric tools the input and propagation uncertainties have been included in the analysis. It can be demonstrated that both effects can even exceed the uncertainties of the noise source models when simulating conventional vehicles. Moreover, if the input data quality is furthermore reduced, significant increase in uncertainty can be demonstrated.
Future work
Any comparison with other simulation tools or experimental data requires the knowledge of the underlying uncertainties within the process. Therefore, the simulated levels with uncertainties will ultimately be compared to existing experimental data from DLR flyover noise campaigns, e.g. of an A319 [25] , to judge the validity of the predictions. This kind of assessment will help to better understand deviations between simulation results and experimental data. With a system level uncertainty information, observed deviations might directly be associated with the modelling uncertainty of an individual noise source or the input data uncertainty. Furthermore, more significant deviations as experienced for observer locations in large distance to the aircraft might be explained by the uncertainties of the simple propagation simulation. If no such correlation can be identified, the result deviation must be caused by other influences that are not adequately accounted for, e.g. parasitic airframe noise sources that are not modelled. It is expected to gain a much better understanding of the entire simulation process after such a dedicated comparison with experimental data. Ultimately, the simplifications as selected for this initial uncertainty assessment will be replaced by more sophisticated approaches. In the long term, adaption to the predefined default uncertainties of the noise source 
